Press Release
Cirtronics to Highlight Box Build Capabilities at BIOMEDevice Show in Boston, MA
Summary: Cirtronics, a local and experienced Medtech contract manufacturer, will be at BIOMEDevice
highlighting how Precision Engagement® can help bring innovative products to market.
Milford, NH, April, 20, 2017—
Cirtronics, an experienced Precision Engagement® contract manufacturer located in southern New
Hampshire, will be exhibiting at BIOMEDevice in Boston, MA, May 3-4, 2017. Cirtronics will be
highlighting how Precision Engagement® benefits Medtech companies looking to bring their innovative
products to the marketplace.
Precision Engagement® is an integrated experience of purposeful, proactive, communication and
support, enabling seamless project evolution from design reviews and document control, to production
and testing, to aftermarket support and fulfillment. At each step, all services and capabilities are tailored
specifically to meet the needs of each customer to help them bring their product successfully to market.
Cirtronics Offers Mechanical Assembly and Complex Manufacturing
“At Cirtronics, more than half of our current business is building systems”, says David Patterson, Chief
Operating Officer, Cirtronics Corporation. “We approach box builds with the same attention to detail
that we provide every project, from the smallest boards to the largest assemblies. We tailor our
capabilities, services and communication to each customer’s specific needs based on their project and
goals—we call this Precision Engagement®”.
Patterson continues, “And we are not just a manufacturer. As an experienced system manufacturer with
ISO 13485 and FDA registration, we are very familiar with the requirements and processes necessary to
successfully navigate the complex and time consuming approval process. We understand what it takes,
and we are ready to share our insight and best practices with our customers.”
Combining leading edge technical capabilities with proactive and collaborative customer relationships
through Precision Engagement®, Cirtronics is in the business of building confidence as well as products.
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Cirtronics is a locally owned and operated, contract manufacturer for electronics, electro-mechanical
assemblies and box builds for a wide range of markets including medtech, robotics, communications,
aerospace, military, security and industrial. Cirtronics is an Employee Owned Company (ESOP) that
qualifies for US government woman-owned and small business status and is FDA Registered, and ISO
13485 Certified.
To learn more about Cirtronics and Precision Engagement®, visit www.cirtronics.com
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